This year will witness the so far unprecedented case of a modern Japanese Emperor to relinquish his office. Scheduled for April 30th, the present Emperor will pass the throne to his son and designated successor, Crown Prince Naruhito. But resignation is not treated in the “Imperial House Law” (kōshitsu tenpan), in which Article four clearly states that “upon the demise of the Emperor, the Imperial Heir shall immediately accede to the Throne.” The topic of an early imperial retirement is, however, not a recent one. Besides the debates on Hirohito’s future following his involvement in Japan’s wars between 1937 and 1945, historiographical recorded precedents leads as far back into the past as to queen Kyōgoku’s abdication in 645 and the last one happened in 1817.

During this long period of time, abdication was one common option for many monarchs to organize a smooth transmission of kingship. Abdication has even been the principal means for a number of monarchs between the 11th and 13th century to establish their own rule apart from the throne. Resignation thus enabled them to wield in fact more political power than before. In my talk I will explore the political meaning of voluntary as well as forced abdications from the larger perspective of a history of royal successions with its actors, objects and obstacles. Based on an overview of the manifold regulations and rites, which compromised a kind of standard rule for premodern royal succession, I will address especially contested cases that did not fit into the contemporaries’ convictions of proper kingship. Yōzei’s forced abdication (884), Kazan’s escape from the throne (986) as well as Gotoba’s enthronement (1183) provide case studies, by which the present debates on succession in Japan appears in a new light.
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